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Get Out oj your Rut

~r. ~auid ~urtqmor~

~~di~ualistat ijt~tq
by Donald Korycansky and engineering. He says he

Amidst the current prolifer- enjoyed doing this, as his students
ation of "heroic fantasy" writing, had a different perspective
Dr. David Burchmore, of the towards the subject. It got him
department of Humanities and out of his "intellectual rut." He
Social Sciences, prefers to deal feels that it has also prepared him
with the poems that helped to for teaching at Caltech.
spawn these modern works. Dr. As far as his teaching here is
Burchmore joined the Humanities concerned, Dr. Burchmore has
this fall as an instructllL His range found that students here were
of study is medieval and Renais- fairly interested in literature, but
sance poetry, which ranges from in a manner different from what
Old En&1ish epic poetry to Milton. he expect:;d. The lit~rature that
This is a larger field than is he has discussed thiS term has
studied by scholars of later litera- been mostly old sagas and poetry,
ture. In general, medievalists like Beowulf. He expected that his
study a very broad range of students would find their interest
works, including those in lan- in it stemming from interest in
guaoes such as Latin Old French fantasy and epic, such as Tolkien's
Oll'Norse, and Italia~. ' works. Instead he has found that

His interest in literature the students are more inclined to
growing out of childhood, and treat the literature as such-in
such books as The Lord of the terms of theme and plot and
Rings, Burchmore did his under- character. Another advantage of
graduate work at Princeton Tech is the relatively small num
University. He studied the work ·berofstudents, freeing him to do a
of Chaucer, and Old French litera- greater amount of work on his
ture with. recognized scholars in own.
the field such as D. W. Robinson Dr. Burchmore feels that the
and Carl Uitti. These men interes- humanities play a unique role,
ted him in professional work in especially at a place like Caltech.
literature. He views this role as gettil1g

His graduate studies were done people out of their own
at the University of Virginia with "intellectual ruts"-to broaden
his Ph.D. dissertation on the use their thinking and remind them of
of c1<issical mythology by Chauc~r their cult~lfal heritage. He feels
and Spenser, who. incorporated it that subjects such as literature
as it had been interpreted by counterbalance the specialization
various earlier writers. Dr. that is increasing in many of the
Burchmore is now working on sciences today.
publishing sections 9f his disser- He is one of the instructors for
tation. the freshman literature course,

While at the University of "Literature Past and Present."
Virginia, Dr. Burchmore tau~t a Next term he will also teach a
literature course for non-literature course entitled "English and Con

.majors, especially those in science tinental Medieval Literature."

Beausoleil's
is too Big

I suppose I don't have to tell
you what time ofyear (or term) it
is. Finals week manifests itself in
some rather unusual ways, and a
smaller Tech is merely one of
them. [I decided to start my
vacation early. -ed.] Unfortu
nately, I had last week promised a
commentary on unC1ergraduate
life in general and the survey in
particular. But size won't permit
it just yet: my prose got so
lengthy I had to divvy it up into
several installments (when I see a
soapbox, I sometimes get ver
bose), and the first one wouldn't
fi t into the space available
in this Tech. You wouldn't have
time to read it anyway; you have
tests to take. Enjoy.

- Ray Beausoleil

Pasadena, California, Fnday, December 8, 1978MarclVolume LXXX

MacCready and
the Abatross
Try the Channel

by R. Willson stead of the original aluminum,
"A man-powered flight across and has wing stiffeners to provide

the English Channel should be a a sm oother surface, requires
lead pipe cinch," claimed Dr. Paul roughly Y4 horsepower to fly and
MacCready, a Caltech alumnus is expeded to have a flight time of
(phD '52) and president of Aero- several hours, compared to the
vironment, Inc., who spoke in Condor's 8-minute times.
Ramo Auditorium Tuesday night The Albatross, like the Condor
on the latest developments in his before it, moves quite slowly in
pursuit of man-powered flight. Dr. order to reduce drag, and so the
MacCready is best known as fa- 21-mile crossing is expected to
ther of the Gossamer Condor, a take over 2 hours. The flight will
man·powered craft which last year probably be made after dusk in
'met the conditions of the 50,000 order to avoid wind, so the plane
p~und ste~ling Kramer prize. The is equipped with a sonar altimeter
pnze; which reqUIred that t~e adapted by the Polaroid company
wmmng plane cov~r a 1.5 mile from their recently introduced
figure-8 course With ten foot self-focusing cameras. The altitude
obstacles at each end, had gone is not expected to reach more
unclaimed for 18 years before the than about 20 feet, so that the
successful flight of the Gossamer dangers of a possible fall will be
Condor. That magnificent speci- minimal, but at this low level one
men of obscure aerodynamics is major hazard will be posed by air
now on display in the Smith- turbulence caused by the passage
Ionian, alongside the Wright of large ships, of which 300
brothers' plane and Lindbergh's traverse the Channel each day.
'Spirit of St. Louis'. MacCready likened the situation

The original Kramer prize has to that of "a turtle crossing a
been replaced by an offer of freeway."
100,000 pounds (about The Albatross team had
$195,000) for the first man- thought to make an attempt at
powered flight across the English the new prize during the good
Channel. To meet the challenge, weather of this past summer, but
MacCready is working on a modi- just as time was running short a
fled version of the Condor, which control line malfunction caused a
he calls the Gossamer Albatross. major crash. A new prize at-
This craft is similar tn design to its tempt is expected sometime next
predecessor in that it has a large summer, (Dr. MacCready prefer-
wingspan (about 90 feet), is very red not to say just when in order
light (about 70 lbs.), uses wir~- to avoid being pre-empted by
braced constructlon, and IS competitors) and the expenses of
mylar-covered, but its more ad- development and the logistics of
vanced design makes it ninch the attempt are expected to be at
easier to fly. The Albatross, which least as much as the value of the
uses carbon-filament tubing in- prize.
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NO .... To FULFILL Ti-\E. "GET
A 'DATE" ASSIG-NMENT, r TooK
OUT MY SISTER!

NOvJ, WHAT'S THE PROr'SI£M?

~H~LL, r VIClATED THE.
HONOR CODE 0i'J ONE

OF THE "SCCIAL INTER
ACTiONS lD~"

ASSIGNMENTS!

PROFESSOR. HARRIS, CAN
TALK TO You FOR. A

MOMENT?

Thuncan

BOCis
Concerned

I'M SORRV TO HEAR TfiAT}
'PEi\:O! ylD VOl) 'YLAG.-IAi;;I'i!oE
ON Tl-\E- TERM 'PA"PER? ••.
EXCEED TI-\E TIME LIMIT
ON THE- Flt-JAL EXAM? •...

The Board of Control would
like to express its concern over
the recent behavior of some
members of the Caltech
undergraduate student body. We
would like to remind tIle
students that the Honor System
requires a great deal of
self-restraint and the exercise of
personal judgement. It demands
that each individual take
responsibility for his or her own
actions. Mature consideration of
the consequences of one's own
actions is essential for the
maintenance of, and the benefits
which accrue from, mutual trust
and respect.

Recently, the seemingly
irresponsible actions of certain
individuals in connection with
interhouse rivalries have caused
many to question the judgement
of these individuals. The lack of
respect for and trust in one
another which results from these
actions should not exist while
the Honor System is in effect.
We suggest, therefore, that you
take into account the basi.c
premises of the Honor System
and weigh your actions
accordingly.

The Board of Contrr,J1
!~.Il! W 12/3/78
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IThe Caltech Y fly by B
o . 0o Saturday & Sunday, December 9 & 10, DECOMPRESSION. 8:30p.m.- 0
0':30a.m. in Winnett Lounge. Munchies, games, and cartoons to 0
o make finals week more bearable. 0
o ENJOY YOUR FINALS AND PASS THE HOLJDA YS 0
000000000000000000000000000000000000000

\.

Gift certificates available wherever Birkenstocks are sold.

696 E. Colorado in The Arcade 796-5028

Play Tickets
A limited number of tickets

(about 25) to the December 17
performance of the play, "State
ments After an Arrest Under the
Immorality Act," are being made
available through the Pasadena
chapter of Amnesty International.
In this play, South African play
wright Athol Fugard deals with
the desperation of an interracial
couple whose love is defined as a
crime against the state. Of the $5
ticket cost, $3 goes to support
Amnesty International, the Nobel
peace-prize winning human rights
organization. The play begins at
7:30 pm, Sunday Dec. 17
(opening night!) at the L.A. Ac
tors' Theatre, 1089 N. Oxford
Ave. You must provide 'your own
transportation. To obtain tickets,
contact Randy Morse at Caltech
extension 2522. First come, first
'served!

To the Editor:
While I appreciate Mr. D.

Korycansky's article on Asian cul
ture, I would like to point out
some mistakes that creeped in
while reporting. As a person
whose mother tongue is Tamil I
have the responsibility to correct
them.

Tamil is a language spoken in
one state of India, and in part of
Srilanka, Malasia and Singapore. It
has its owp. script and a well
defined grammar. The people who
spoke the language are classified
as Dravidians and they are the
natives and not as reported earlier.
The structure of Tamil is the same
for both written and spoken parts.

After talking to Dr. Dirks I
understand that· there was a com
plete misunderstanding between
Dr. Dirks and the reporter.

Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

M Mullainathan

Friend Klingon?
Starship captains are needed

for this Saturday's Alien Space
game. The battle will begin at
7:30 pm in Dabney Hall Lounge.
Beginners and other warmongers
welcome. Another production of
the Caltech Garners. ZJ

• '4bh>
Winthrop? . TV

Nominations for garage cnai
rman, little t editors and business
manager, class officers and Win
throp close today at 5 pm. Sign
up on Flora's door if you're
interested in getting into the poli
tical arena from the ground floor.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

ANative Reply

~....,
C")--.

Jay Cocks
Time Magazine

TECHNICOLOR'
PRINTS BY DE LUXE'

[PGI~

-Duncan G. Mahoney

pIe will not change overnight. We
will have to commit ourselves to
making improvements that we
may not get any benefits from.
The situation is always better the
year after you leave.

But enough of that. In case
you haven't been out of your
room or Jorgensen in the last few
weeks, it is now finals time. If
you're sitting in your room
burned out by the latest test, just
remember that at no other time
are there more opportunities for
flicking. So go crazy and keep
what little bit of sanity you may
still have. Just don't forget to take
your finals and when you go
home, don't let yourself be arres
ted for smuggling intracranial jello
across state lines. Finally, for
those of you who still insist on
being profoundly depressed, just
think of this: 2 glorious weeks
without Food Service! And to all
of you a very special, very merry
Christmas and a wonderful New
Year.

ASCIT Members SO¢
Others $1.00

THE THREE
MUSKETEERS

~

"IT CAN BE SAID, SIMPLY
AND WITH THANKS, THAT
/ IT IS AN ABSOLUTELY

TERRIFIC MOVIE~'

ANNIE HALL

################################

Random Numbers
################################

'Next Term

\
\

Why is this so short? Because I
overslept this morning, that's
why. I hear there's a lot of that
going on this time of year. The
thought of Christmas almost
makes having to go through finals
worthwhile.

I must say that I was very
impressed by the responses to the
survey. I feel that most people
have a pretty good idea what the
basic problems around here are. I
just hope that the effects that the
survey produces will more than
justify the great amount of work
that I'm sure went into it. I think
that we must also remember that
the administration can and will do
only so much. In the end, we will
have to do the bulk of the work
ourselves. We have more control
over our situation than students in
most other colleges have over
theirs. The academic pressures just
cause us to f.orget that every now
and then. Our small size allows us
to change fairly quickly but any
change will not be easy. The
attitudes ofseveral thousandpeo-

Friday Night .
Baxter Lecture Hall
.7:30 & 10:00

Well, those evil, nasty Flems have been punished for
their malicious acts-a victory for the Good Guys, right?
Now peace and tranquility will return to campus, right?
Wrong.

The Flems are not solely to blame for the shit that has
been going down this term, despite what a lot of people
make themselves think, and unless a large number of
people, in all the Houses can manage to disinvolve
themselves from their convenient self-delusions, the
situation is going to get a lot worse before it gets any
better.

And let there be no cries of "We're only doing an RF,
they're the ones who aren't playing fair!" An RF is a
well-thought out, imaginative, devious prank, harmless to
both people and objects involved. Few, if any, of the acts
involved in the current conflict even come near being an
RF. A car carefully placed in a Housc lounge is an RF.
Slashing that car's tires is not.

The latest actions (the shaving of a Lloydie frosh's head,
and the placing of tacks in the Fleming showers) that
brought this situation to a head, are only· skirmishes in a
virtual war· that has gone on for the past few years. The
interlocking actions of many members of many Houses,
largely under the guise of RF's, have created an
environment of action, reaction and escalation. Unless
everyone involved will stop their "we're reasonable, but
they aren't" moans, the situation will continw~ to feed off
itself, and will continue to degenerate.

Page Two

-ed. Bielecki

When is an RF not an RF
&When is Enough Enough?
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Equipped with SABRE computerized

travel system - the most advanced

idea in travel since the jet - our

experienced agents can handle aU

the details of your itinerary with

speed, accuracy, and reliability.

m
Winnett Center

Relax
With Your Friends

at
Decompression

Saturday'& Sunday
8:30PM to 1:30 AM

Serving Caltech for over thirty years

Campus extension 2226

EXPERIENCE PLUS AUTOMATION

690 East Green Street, Pasadena, CA 91101

Fast, accurate, reliable.

Your business
travel deserves
professional
handling.

l:J.ff11A ,.
-Stan Cohn .,,,
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THE HAIR CUTTERS

1009 E. COLORADO PASADENA
NEXT TO THE ACADEMY THEATRE

P~I('NG IN REAR

Lord of the Rings- Brings the Tale to Life
Lord of the Rings, a film by an evil creature, such as Orcs, lacks continuity at some points,

Ralph Bakshi. Showing at the Nazgul, and a Balrog. The story, and at others assumes' a
Regent in Westwood and the however, does not lead to a knowledge of the Trilogy, thus
Bristol Cinema in Costa Mesa. climax as this is only part one. It leaving those who have yet to

It is only fair to S'lY at the therefore becomes a succession read it a little confused.
outset that the enjoyment of this of larger battles ,and more But overall the film is an
film is very dependent upon the suspense. animation masterwork, highly
attitude that the viewer takes The large battle scenes were enjoyable as long as one doesn't
before entering the theatre. If accompli&hed using the same expect it to be a miracle come
the viewer expects to see technique that Bakshi used in true.
Tolkien's book of Middle Earth Wizards. It is a process by which
come to life, with all of its both live-action and animation
detail, subtleties, and complex are used, with the contrast, and
character development, he will color tones of the live-action
probably be greatly disappointed. changed to match that of the
For even with a two and a half animation. His technique has
hour movie (which only covers greatly improved since Wizards,
tlie first half of the Trilogy) one and the matching of the two
could not hope to convey all of styles works much better now,
the imagination and imagery but is hardly perfect.
present in the book. The background scenes are

What B a k s h i h as beautifully styled, closely
accomplished, however, is to resembling water color paintings.
make not the book, but the The shading and contrast of the
story come to life. HE< has taken colors used set the moods of the
the major events and characters SCenes with exquisite perfection.
from the book and shaped them Of special note for the moods
into an animated epic. He obtained are the night scenes
performs the task with a style (with stars and a crisp full moon)
and movement quite worthy of and the scenes where Frado, the,
the original book. bearer of the Ring, enters the

The animated characters have world of the Nazgul.
• very simple style to them, yet But the movie is not'
~ey have enough detail to allow perfect. The live action is
perhaps the greatest bariety of overused and completely
facial expressions and moods yet incongruous in a couple of spots.
seen in full length animation. Some of the characters seem
The expressiveness of the quite misrepresented, such as
characters in both the script and Treebeard, the ent, who ends up
the animation allow them to looking like Foghorn Leghorn
react with one another with the with leaves. Even the script,
full range of expression and though fast paced' and not
emotion. This is of utmost wasting a scene, is flawed. It
importance in a story like Lord r--------------,
of the Rings where emotion I

plays a great part.
The story of the Lord of the

Rings is one of adventure and
courage. It tells the story of how
the friendly' Hobbits came into
possession of the One Ring of
~uron. This ring, if brought
back into Sauron's hands, would
'~ow him to rule all of Middle

rth. The story then shows the
,dventures of how a. group

f
wn as the Fellowship of the

'ng attempts to destroy the
, g before Sauron can reclaim
. Unfortunately, the Ring can

~
y be destroyed by throwing it

to the Crack of Doom, deep
'thin Sauron's dark land of
ardor. Before the film's end
ey have held battles with many

Bakshi's
Friday, December 8, 1978

Buy Callech Cards
and save 20%

Buy (allech Cards
and save 20%

Includes Soup or Salad Bar, Rice Pilaf, Vegetable, Bread and Butter

SATURDAY
Tender Teriyaki Steak $2.95
Broiled Chicken Shish-kebab $2.65

SUNDAY
Rare Prime Roast Beef $2.85
Top Sirloin Steak $2.95

II3IUll?ll3l~ 11:2 lCII)~lrII~ IE~lrA\IL
~~-rt'will offer you a deal you cannot refuse.

-good food at reasonable prices
-refills on soft drinks at all times
-seconds on salad bar
-uclosest thing to home-cooked"
-mouth-watering delicious ;:~~~ND SPECIAL

Fresh Broiled Seafood Shish·kebab $2.95
Prime Rib $2.95

House of the week PAGE
Free root beer float with dlnner-

Attention Graduate Students: Tuesdays are Beer Days. Buy 1pitcher, get the second one free!
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Frank Fernandez
Endefco
30700 Rancho Viejo Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA
92675
Phone: (714) 493-8181, x212

Sell photo film at the parade
Make excellent commissions selling film
in the crowd or grandstands between 6
A.M. and noon Jan. J, J979. Because
positions are limited

secure your position on a first
come first seNe basis.

call between 12-6 P.M.

(213) 240·1756. 240·1757. 240-5549
.. fjf~um_ament(#'GJjgses
~<.J<11qSales. Inc.

Endefco, the leading manufacturer of shock and
vibration monitqring instrumentatio.n has an iinmeadiate
position for a 'graduating Senior or Alumni with a
specialization in Mechanical Engineering or Physics.

This unigue position entails transducer design and
developement, utilizing piezoelectric and piezoresistive
materials. It will also entail conducting feasibility
studies, product problem solving, design analysis and
report preparation. ,

We offer challenging _assignments, opportunities for
growth, and a thoroughly professional enviroment. You
will receive an outstanding compensation and benefit
package, including life and medical insurance, dental
plan, tuition reimbursement, relocation allowance, and
many other fringes. In addition, you will enjoy working
a four and one half day work week in our beautiful
facility within a smog-free costal community.

To arrange for an interview, send your resume or call
collect to:

ENGINEERING/PHYSICS
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

Make Good
Money!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

S50.00

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Only the penguins were happy
with the weather during
Interhouse Swimming, and they
didn't like the chlorine either.

\ Photo by Yin Shih
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Marci

48.95
57.95
17.95
41.95
48.95
28.95
18.95
27.95
12.59
28.95

MarciMarci

• •

SPECIALS

Orig. Selko watches-ISO Mods' Ong. CitIZen watches'

~~gr;hT{'~;.A~EM40~~Gi~~nfl~~~~.aCa~~~~pc;/:~t~;'~;~
Sharp calcs • Canon calcs • National cales/watches'
Amana/Litton mic. ovens • Boris-Compu chess· Gammon
mstr' ITT telphns • Air/Surface scanrs • Navtronic 16 calc'
Fuzzbuster/Sup Snooper radar det.

Cell u. for the b••t prle.. on:

102995

Irm 109.95
Irm 2995
Irm 99.95

Irm 129.95

$ 27.95
3595
43.95
48.85
87.95

209.95
28.95
17.95
21.95

146.95 Programmer
16.95 MBA
27.95 Money Manager
19.95 Business Analyst2

39.95 Speak & Spell
62.95 Spelling Bee
76.95 Data Man
89.95 Data Clip
69.95 Little Professor
39.95 Alarm Clock

TI accessories at discount prices.
One free T1503-1 digital watch with single purchase of $650 from this ad.

TI watches-all models-men's and women·s-$8.95 up.
All TI units come complete, fUlly guaranteed by Texas Instruments.

TI25
TI50
TI55
TI57
TI58
TI59
T158/59 Libraries
TI30 SP
SR40
PC100C
TI1030
TI1680
TI1750
TI1790
TI5015
TI5025
TI5040
TI5050M
TI5100

All Phllps-Norlco
All Craig Dic!
All Sanyo D,ct
All Pearlcoder
TI watches-
60 Mods Irm 8.95

Victor Calculalors Irm 99.95
Kent pen watch LCD 49.95
RCA Slctvisn
VCT400

RCA Slctvisn
VCT200 799 95

Atan prog, TV game 169.95

Save on Calculators

Prices are fo.b. LA. Add $4.95 for shipping handlleld cales in USA.
CA residents add 6% sales tax. Goods subject to availability.

Call 24 hours, 7 days a week. Ask for our famous catalog.
We will beat any deal if the competition has the goods on hand.

Outside CA, toll-free (800) 421-8045 or (800) 421-8071.
In CA (213) 381-3911 VISA/MASTERCHG accepted.

HP-10 Handheld Printing
Calculator 139.95

HP-19C Advanced Printing HP-92 Investor Printing
Programmable 184.95 Calculator 409.95

HP-29C Advanced Programmable HP-91 Scientific Printing
Calculator 144.95 Calculator 259.95

HP-67 Programmable Pocket HP-97 Fully Programmable
Calculator 352.95 Printing Calculator 584.95

Hp accessories at discount. We will beat any deal.
Call 24 hours a day-7 days.

One year guarantee by HP. All units come complete.

Prices are f.o.b. LA. Add $4.95 for shipping handheld cales in USA.
CA residents add 6% sales tax. Goods subject to availability.

Call 24 hours, 7 daxs aweek. Ask for our famous catalog.
We will beat any deal If the competition has the goods on hand.

Outside CA, toll-free (800) 421·8045 or (800) 421-8071.
In CA (213) 381-3911. VISA/MASTERCHG accepted.

Ol~mPIC SAltS comPAn~ Inc
}16 SOulh Q.tOld Ave- PO 80. 14545

10\ AJlllt'lt'\ lAlJ0004 1?1111813911 hle.613411

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

••

Ol~mPIC SAltS comPAn~ Inc
Illl Suull, 11-IUllt Avr PI) BtH 14~4'J

111\ A"ljt'll'~ I A Ytl004 (J11) HII 1411 lel"A fjJ ]411

HEWLETT-PACKARD
NEW MODELS

*HP-31E Scientific $ 49.95
*HP-32E Advanced Scientific

with Statistics 65.95
* HP-33E Programmable

Scientific . 82.95
*HP-37E Business

Management 61.95
*HP-38E Programmable

Advanced Financial 98.95
• Subject to availability

_ Postage paid at. Pasade~, C.alifornia. '!he. Califo,!!ia Tech is
published weekly except dunn.g ex!,mma~lOn and vacatIOn perIOds b.y the
Associated Students of the Califorma Instltute of Technology. Inc., Wmnett
Student Center, Caltech 107-51, Pasadena California 91125.

Correction: The student investment funds at Oxy, and Scripps were set up by
Mary Johnson and an anonymous donor respectively, not by Stan Johnson, as
the last Tech said. .


